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ABSTRACT

Background: The emergence of chronic physiologic diseases in the people causes their mental health damage. Therefore, the present study aimed to compare emotion cognitive regulation, alexithymia and neuropsychological skills among teenagers with type-1 diabetes and healthy ones.

Methods: This was a causal-comparative method. The statistical population included teenagers with type-1 diabetes and healthy ones in the city of Rasht in 2016. The sample size was 100 teenagers with type-1 diabetes and 100 healthy ones who were selected through convenient sampling method. The applied questionnaires included alexithymia questionnaire, emotion cognitive regulation and neuropsychological skills questionnaire. After collecting questionnaires and extracting raw data, the data analysis was done through two-group independent sample t-test.

Results: The results of data analysis showed that there is a significant difference between emotion cognitive regulation, alexithymia and neuropsychological skills among students with type-2 diabetes and healthy ones (p < 0.0001) in a way that the teenagers with type-1 diabetes have lower emotion cognitive regulation and neuropsychological skills and higher alexithymia than healthy ones.

Conclusion: According to the findings, teenagers with type-1 diabetes have lower emotion cognitive regulation and neuropsychological skills and higher alexithymia due to treatment and psychological involvement in their sickness; so, there needs to use treatments related to these components such as mindfulness and acceptance and commitment treatment to improve them.
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Introduction

Diabetes is one of the most common diseases that its prevalence is increasing globally; especially in underdeveloped countries according to The World Health Organization report.\(^1\)\(^2\) One of the diabetes forms which is most common among teenagers is type-1 diabetes which was once known as insulin-dependent diabetes and the teenager diabetes. It is a chronic disease that happens when the pancreas sprinkle little insulin or doesn’t at all.\(^3\)\(^5\)

Chronic nature of diabetes and psychological damage it causes makes the person afflicted with it to bare damage from psychological processes as well as emotional processes. A vulnerable emotional component in patients afflicted with diabetes is emotion cognitive regulation.\(^6\)\(^7\) The emotional self-regulation process helps with normal regulation of negative emotions and stimulations.\(^8\)\(^9\) In general, multiple research findings suggest strong correlation between emotion regulation strategies and psychological damage and behavioral disruptions.\(^10\)\(^12\) Flaw in emotion cognitive regulation can result in alexithymia among the teenagers afflicted with type-1 diabetes. Alexithymia is another emotional component that can lead to disruption in detecting and describing the feelings as well as deterioration of emotional processes.\(^13\) Alexithymia is disability in cognitive procession of emotional information and in emotion regulation. In other words, it refers to limited cognition of self, and others' emotional states.\(^14\)\(^17\)

In addition, the prior studies suggest that people afflicted with diabetes have significant difference with healthy ones in operational actions;\(^18\)\(^19\) meaning that probably they have challenges in neuropsychological skills in general. The neuropsychological skills crystallize in operational actions in brain.\(^20\) These actions include behaviors such as: self-observation, variation, self-initiation, scheduling, cognitive flexibility, response inhibition, stable attention, organization, and active memory.\(^21\)\(^23\)

The current study is necessary in the sense that endangering of physical and psychological health of the teenager because of chronic diseases such as diabetes endangers their psychological health too. The teenagers usually suffer from financial outcomes of the disease, the pain, lack of knowledge about future of the disease, and society reactions to the diseases. This can lead to stress and social-psychological problems which in turn, result in decrease of the overall health of the teenagers on these grounds, detecting vulnerable psychological components of the teenagers afflicted with type-1 diabetes and implementing suitable psychological Therapy methods is inevitable. Therefore, the main concern in the current study is that whether there is among emotion cognitive regulation, alexithymia, and neuropsychological skills among the teenagers afflicted with type-1 diabetes and among those healthy.

Methods

The methodology utilized in the current study is descriptive-analytical in casual-comparative form. The statistical society of this study was the teenagers afflicted with type-1 diabetes and those healthy of Rasht city in 2017. Moreover, accessible non-random sampling method is used in the current study. The reason of using this method is lack of access to the entire statistical society. 100 healthy teenagers and 100 afflicted were selected among those who refer to health centers of Rasht city. The healthy ones were selected from the high school students. Two groups were matched in gender, age, and financial conditions of the families. The reason for choosing this volume of samples was referring to scientific sources.\(^24\) The criteria of entering the study included having developed type-1 diabetes, 12-17 age span, and informed consent with participation in the study; and the criteria for quitting the study included tense cognitive and physical disorders, unwillingness to continue
participation in the study, and incomplete filling up of the questionnaires.

The following questionnaires are used in this study:

**Emotion cognitive regulation questionnaire**

Including 10 questions, this questionnaire was created by Gross and John in 2003. The examinee should answer this questionnaire based on a Likert 7-degrees scale, starting from absolute disagreement up to absolute agreement. This questionnaire includes two sub-scales of renewed emotional assessment and emotional inhibition; the latter meaning negative emotional inhibition in this study. Magnitude of the points in this scale is from 10 to 70. The internal homogeneity coefficient of this questionnaire is 0.72 and 0.79 for teenager boys and girls respectively. Soleymani and Habibi reported the Cronbach's alpha coefficient of this study at 0.81. Moreover, Mohammadi and Moosavi obtained 0.79 for the Cronbach's alpha coefficient in the emotion cognitive regulation questionnaire. The reliability of the questionnaire in the current study using the Cronbach's alpha coefficient is 0.81.

**Toronto alexithymia scale**

The alexithymia questionnaire is created by Bagby, Parker & Yaylor. Answers of the questions in this questionnaire scale from 1 to 5; 1 being full disagreement and 5 being full agreement. In the Persian version, the Cronbach's alpha coefficient for alexithymia is reported 0.85 which suggests suitable internal homogeneity of this scale. Shah'gholyian et al. evaluated the scale in the Persian sample using the Cronbach's alpha coefficient method for the alexithymia questionnaire at 0.74. Stability of the total mark for the current study using the Cronbach's alpha coefficient is calculated 0.76.

**The neuropsychological examination**

This examination was created in 2004 by O'Connor in order to assess the neuropsychological skills including attention, sensory-motor function, language, executive functions, memory, learning, and recognition in four spectrums. This questionnaire is translated and standardized in Iran by Jadidy and Aabedi for which the internal stability coefficients are reported with magnitude spanning from 0.75 to 0.90, and retrial stability coefficients with an 8-weeks interval are reported from 0.60 to 0.90. The structural validity of the O'Connor neuropsychological examination using factor analysis methods is assessed for which the differential validity is strongly confirmed with statistical analysis of the questionnaire capability in distinguishing hyperactive people from the normal and other clinical classes. Structural justifiability has made this tool suitable for which stability is reported 0.72 using the Cronbach's alpha coefficient method. Reliability of this questionnaire in the current study is calculated 0.73 using the Cronbach's alpha factor.

**Execution method**

100 teenagers were selected among those afflicted with type-1 diabetes. Next, 100 non-afflicted were chosen. Then, the questionnaires were given to these samples who were asked to fill in with enough precision. In order to regard ethical issues, those consenting to participate in the project were fully informed about it. Moreover, they were ensured of confidentiality not being asked to insert their names.

In order to analyze the data in this project, two levels of inferential statistics and descriptive statistics are used. In the descriptive statistics level, average and standard deviation; and in the inferential statistics level, the Shapiro-Wilk examination was used to check if distribution of variables is normal, the Levine test was used to check equality of variances, and the t test was used to examine the hypothesis of the project. The statistical results were analyzed using SPSS-23 statistical software.

**Results**

The findings of demographic characteristics suggest that the sample people in both afflicted and healthy teenagers were between 12 to 17 years old. These people were in between grade 6 to grade 11. Grade 10 was with the most plentitude among teenagers afflicted with type-1 diabetes while...
grade 11 was with the most plentitude among those not afflicted (29.50%). Comparison the two groups (afflicted and not) in two variables of age (through variance analysis) and education level (via Kruskal–Wallis analysis) suggests that there isn't significant difference between the groups. The descriptive findings of the research are discussed in the following.

Results of table (1) suggest that average of Emotion cognitive regulation, alexithymia, and Neuropsychological skills among teenagers with and without type-1 diabetes differ. Results of Shapiro-Wilk suggest that normality difficult of data samples distribution in all of three variables in both groups is satisfied (p > 0.05) and variance homogeneity defaults are also satisfied (p > 0.05). Moreover, the inferential statistics sections in the table suggest that between the two groups is significant difference in all three variables mentioned (p < 0.001). Whereas the descriptive statistics finding suggests that the emotion cognitive regulation and neuropsychological skills is lesser in the group of the teenagers with type-1 diabetes in comparison to the other group, and alexithymia is greater than the other group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Teenagers with diabetes</th>
<th>Non-affected teenagers</th>
<th>The normality difficult</th>
<th>Inferential statistics results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion cognitive regulation</td>
<td>29.69 5.11</td>
<td>36.87 6.10</td>
<td>0.23 and 0.43</td>
<td>-9.01 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alexithymia</td>
<td>46.34 7.85</td>
<td>35.01 9.68</td>
<td>0.19 and 0.09</td>
<td>8.54 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropsychological skills</td>
<td>107.20 15.51</td>
<td>130.55 13.43</td>
<td>0.36 and 0.28</td>
<td>-11.37 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The current project is aimed to compare emotion cognitive regulation, alexithymia, and neuropsychological skills among the teenager with and without type-1 diabetes. The findings suggest significant difference between these variables among the two groups (p < 0.0001); meaning that the teenager with type-1 diabetes are challenged with lower emotion cognitive regulation and neuropsychological skills and higher alexithymia compared to the healthy ones.

Results of the current study along these differences comply with findings of Ghiasvaand & Ghorbany.\(^7\) regarding defect in emotion regulation approaches in those with type-1 diabetes. As these researches have demonstrated, people with diabetes are challenged in emotional processes due to the damaging and chronic nature of this disease. In other words, diabetes can put pressures on the teenagers through disrupting fulfillment of the demands. In fact, failure to meet the demands puts various pressures on the individual. It is also worth mentioning that diabetes usually comes with emotional and psychological disorders. These problems diminish the ability of the patient in terms of self-managing the disease which in turn results in resonance of emotional and psychological problems and causes the patient to become trapped in a defective cycle.\(^31\) This process disables the teenager with diabetes in managing emotional and behavioral challenges and weakens them in emotion cognitive regulation.

On the other hand, results of the current project regarding significant difference in alexithymia in the teenager with and without type-1 diabetes comply with findings of Bayegan et al.\(^32\) according to which, people with diabetes are challenged with higher stress and alexithymia. In
fact, affliction with chronic effects of diabetes diminishes life quality of the person and his/her family. This disease which comes with annoying symptoms and negative perspective of the society, threatens identity of people and causes happening of negative feelings in them.33 Moreover, people with diabetes feel defeated and frustrated and their emotional and psychological wellness is affected due to confliction with the disease.34 This process obstacles the teenagers with diabetes in reaching emotional and cognitive procession. Failure in emotional processions, especially in emotional and social interactions, weakens the patients in suitable recognition and expression of the emotions. On this basis, the teenager with type-1 diabetes feels alexithymia more in comparison to the healthy ones.35

The final finding of the project is existence of significant difference of neuropsychological skills between the teenager with, and without type-1 diabetes. This finding complies with findings of Oscar et al., 18 and Ishizawa, Kamato, and Sauto19 regarding weakness of people afflicted with diabetes in operational functions of brain. In fact, the neuropsychological skills include capabilities that lead to approaches (future). Judgment, programming or doing cognitive homework, abstraction, problem solving, organization of chain functions based on logical strategies, metallization or behavioral changings are determined with flexibility in approaches and supervision over behavioral function.35 Results of the previous studies suggest that forehead structures can be affected from diabetes and can be correlated with defects observed in neuropsychological skills, semantic memory, verbal fluency, and executive functionality.36 Moreover, research findings suggest that symptoms such as: high blood pressure, frustration due to sickness and blood sugar lack of control can result in intensification of defect in neuropsychological skills in people with diabetes.37-40

Limitation of the research domain to teenager with type-1 diabetes of Rasht city and presence of some uncontrolled variables such as: social conditions and IQ of people participating in the project, financial state of the families, no exploitation of random sampling methods and limitation of the cognitive method (no causal inference of the findings) were natural limitation of this problem. Therefore, it is suggested to run the current project in other cities and regions with different cultures, on different diseases, controlling of the mentioned factors, random sampling method, and experimental method to extend generalizability capacity of the results.

Conclusion
Implementing the experimental method and suitable psychological interventions is to improve the emotion cognitive regulation and neuropsychological skills and reduce alexithymia through proper therapy with having given the significant difference of the mentioned variables between the teenager with and without the disease. Hence, it is advised in operational level to try to reduce cognitive and psychological damage of those with diabetes via utilizing therapies exclusive to teenager period such as teenager mindfulness therapy.
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